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Abstract—Soft sensors are a valuable alternative to the traditional hardware sensors, which are indispensable in configuration
of modern systems. They are often used in process industry, but
other applications are possible. This paper describes a possible
application of soft sensor for faulty measurement detection and
reconstruction in urban traffic. One of the key indicators of traffic
control quality in urban traffic control (UTC) systems is the
queue length. With the exception of some expensive surveillance
equipment, the queue length itself cannot be measured directly.
Many methods that estimate the queue length from detector
measurements are used in engineering practice, ranging from
simple to elaborate ones. The proposed method is a soft sensor
based on Gaussian process (GP) model of the traffic queue length
in a traffic cross-section. The resultant soft sensor detects single
measurement outliers as well as longer lasting faults and replaces
the faulty measurements with model prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Soft sensors are models that based on measurements of
various variables provide estimation of another variable. The
expression soft sensor is mainly used in the field of process industry, but the utility of mathematical modelling is widespread
in engineering fields.
Surveys of use of soft sensors that mainly focus to process
industry can be found in [1],[2] and [3]. The approach is
however not limited to process industries and similar ideas
are utilised in other engineering fields, for example in traffic
engineering, e.g. [4] and [5]. Soft sensors are used where their
hardware counterparts are not available, are very costly or their
installation is very costly.
Soft sensors can in general be divided to two different classes [1] which are model-driven and data-driven soft
sensors. The model-driven family of soft sensors is most
commonly based on theoretical or so called first principle
models or on extended Kalman filter. The data-driven family
of soft sensors is based on data measured within the systems.
Most frequent methods [1] for data-driven soft sensors are
principle component analysis (PCA), partial least squares,
artificial neural networks, neuro-fuzzy systems and support
vector machines.
Most frequent applications of soft sensors are: on-line
prediction, monitoring and process fault detection, sensor fault
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detection and reconstruction. Despite of relatively frequent soft
sensor applications there exist some issues that are still not
enough addressed [1]. These are mainly related to measured
data which need a lot of pre-processing due to: missing data,
data outliers, drifting data, data co-linearity, different sampling
rates and measurement delays. Even though authors of [1] list
these issues in context of process control, they are present to
the certain extent everywhere where data are measured and
urban traffic is no exception.
The problem of detecting of faulty measurements and its
reconstruction, which is the focus of this paper has been
partially addressed in the literature. For example, papers [6],[7]
and [8] give surveys of methods dealing with outlier detection
and removal, while [9] describes faulty detection and signal
reconstruction for dynamic systems with lagged PCA.
In urban traffic control systems, different sensors are usually
employed in order to collect relevant information about traffic
situation in the city. These sensors range from inductive loops
over video-based systems to elaborate ITS installations providing toll collection and enforcement. Typical data collected by
traffic control systems include count of vehicles travelling over
a detector, occupancy of the detector, or velocity of vehicles.
Despite their higher installation costs, inductive loops are
still the sensor of choice for providing vehicle counts and occupancy when installing signalized intersections. When properly designed, they last long and are virtually maintenancefree (compared to other alternatives like video-based sensors).
Nevertheless, the inductive loop itself, the connecting cables,
or the interface board which is a part of an intersection
controller may eventually fail, and sometimes the inductive
loop interface gradually de-tunes from the proper working
point. When the detector stops working the hardware usually
recognises the failure and reports it to the maintenance staff —
however, it takes some time (our practical experience ranges
from several days to several weeks) before the system gets
repaired.
In order to control an intersection in traffic-actuated mode,
measurements provided by detectors are crucial. Typical solution in the case of recognised failure is to program the
interface board of ‘important’ detectors to generate permanent
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requests (artificially generate signal ‘vehicle is present’) in
the case of loop rupture. This provisional solution may have
severe impact on the throughput of the controlled system
of intersections in the case that the detector is located on
lane experiencing low traffic (and short green lengths). In
such a case, employing a soft sensor that is able to identify
and reconstruct measurements of the failing detector may
significantly improve the traffic situation in the transient period
before the detector gets repaired.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section
problem description is given. Gaussian process model and its
utility for dynamic systems are described in Section 3. Section
4 describes modelling and validation of queue-length predictor
and conclusions are gathered in the last section.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
Typical control scenario of an urban network similar to the
one depicted in Figure 1 would collect counts of incoming
vehicles on the border of the controlled area, use them to
identify the current traffic demands, and finally set the signals
at particular intersection to set-points proving an optimum of
some control criterion. In the case that some of the input
sensors start to fail and become unreliable, the control system
has no means to react and the traffic model used for control
of the urban network drifts off the current situation, resulting
in incorrect control actions to be applied.
i
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This is the reason why we seek a simple solution to make
the sensor more reliable without the need to store historic
data. Our aim is to devise a soft sensor for vehicle count
measurements, with the ability of evaluation of the incoming
data, on-line outlier and inconsistent data detection, and, if
necessary, reconstruction of the input signal to its maximum
likely value.
The measurements of queue length are from microscopic
view measurements of discrete events. Only from macroscopic
view they look like a signal that is very noisy. The candidates
for modelling such time series would be methods that are
applicable and give acceptable results in the presence of
substantial noise, give prediction without major delay or are
quick enough that can be used for on-line calculations and that
obtained prediction confidence band is calculated with very
modest amount of calculation. Modelling of Gaussian process
models that proved itself as successful in various regression
applications was selected in our case.
III. G AUSSIAN PROCESS MODELS
The Gaussian process model is an example of the use of a
flexible, probabilistic, nonparametric model with uncertainty
predictions. It fits naturally in the Bayesian modelling framework in which instead of parameterising a mapping function
f (x), a prior is placed directly on the space of possible
functions f (x) which could represent the nonlinear mapping
from input vector x to output y. Its use and properties for
modelling are reviewed in [10].
A Gaussian process is a generalisation of the Gaussian
probability distribution. It can be viewed as a collection of
random variables f (xi ) with joint multivariate Gaussian distribution: f (x1 ), . . . , f (xn ) ≈ N (0, Σ), where N (·, ·) stands
for Gaussian distribution determined with mean value and variance, where covariance matrix element Σpq = Cov(yp , yq ) =
C(xp , xq ) gives the covariance between values of the functions
yp = f (xp ) and yq = f (xp ). Thus, the mean μ(x) (usually
assumed to be zero) and the covariance function C(xp , xq )
fully specify the Gaussian process. Note that the covariance
function C(·, ·) can be any function having the property of
generating a positive definite covariance matrix.
A common choice is


D
1
2
C(xp , xq ) = v1 exp −
wd (xdp − xdq ) +δpq v0 , (1)
2
d=1
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Fig. 1.

vská

Example of a controlled network (Zličin shopping centre, Prague).

where Θ = [w1 , . . . , wD , v1 , v0 ]T are the ‘hyperparameters’
of the covariance functions, v0 is estimated noise variance,
v1 is the estimate of the vertical scale of variation, D is the
input dimension, xdp and xdq are dth components of input
vectors xp , xq and δpq = 1 if p = q and 0 otherwise. The
covariance function (1) is composed of two parts: the Gaussian
covariance function for the modelling of system function and
the covariance function for the modelling of noise. The noise,
in our case, is presumed to be white. Other forms of covariance
functions suitable for different applications can be found in
[10].
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For a given problem, the parameters in Θ are learned
(identified) using the data at hand. After the learning, one
can use the w parameters as indicators of ‘how important’
the corresponding input components (dimensions) are: if wd
is zero or near zero it means that the inputs in dimension d
contain little information and could possibly be removed.
Consider a set of N D-dimensional input vectors
X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ] and a vector of output data
y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ]T . Based on the data (X, y), and given a
new input vector x∗ , we wish to find the predictive distribution
of the corresponding output y ∗ . Unlike other models, there
is no model parameter determination as such, within a fixed
model structure. With this model, most of the effort consists
in tuning the parameters of the covariance function. This is
done by maximisation of the log-likelihood
Θ) = log(p(y|X))
L(Θ
1
1
N
= − log(| K |) − yT K−1 y −
log(2π)
(2)
2
2
2
where Θ is the vector of hyperparameters and K is the
N × N training covariance matrix. The calculation of the
log-likelihood and its derivatives due to the optimisation
algorithm involves the computation of the inverse of the N ×N
covariance matrix K at every iteration, which can become
computationally demanding for large N . Nevertheless, the
number of parameters to be optimised is small (D + 2, see
Equation (1)), which means that optimisation convergence
might be faster and that the ‘curse of dimensionality’ so
common to black-box identification methods is circumvented
or at least decreased.
The described approach can be easily utilised for regression
calculation. Based on training set X a covariance matrix K of
size N × N is determined. As already mentioned, the aim is
to find the distribution of the corresponding output y ∗ at some
new input vector x∗ = [x1 (N + 1), x2 (N + 1), . . . , xD (N +
1)]T .
For a new test input x∗ , the predictive distribution of the
corresponding output y ∗ , over cases in the training set (X, y)
is y ∗ |(X, y), x∗ and is Gaussian, with mean and variance
μ(x∗ ) = k(x∗ )T K−1 y,
2

∗

∗

∗ T

σ (x ) = κ(x ) − k(x ) K

(3)
−1

∗

k(x ),

where k(x∗ ) = [C(x1 , x∗ ), . . . , C(xN , x∗ )]T is the N × 1
vector of covariances between the test and training cases, and
κ(x∗ ) = C(x∗ , x∗ ) is the covariance between the test input
and itself. Vector k(x∗ )T K−1 in (3) can be interpreted as a
vector of smoothing terms which weights the training outputs
from y to make a prediction at the test point x∗ .
The reasons to select modelling with Gaussian process models are small amounts of data relative to the number of selected
regressors, data corrupted with noise and measurement errors
and the need for the measure of model prediction confidence.
If there is not enough data or it is heavily corrupted with noise,
even the Gaussian process model cannot perform well, but in
that case the inadequacy of the model and the identification
data is indicated through higher variance of the predictions.

The utility to provide the information about the model confidence made Gaussian process models attractive for modelling
case studies in various domains like: chemical engineering
[11] and process control [12], biomedical engineering [13],
biological systems [14], environmental systems [15], power
systems [16] and engineering [17], motion recognition [18],
etc., to list just a few. We believe that this utility makes it
interesting also for use in the domain of traffic modelling and
its applications.
We should note that there is no assumption that signals
measured in a traffic process will have Gaussian distribution.
The Gaussian process prior is put over the space of functions
meaning that every prediction that is made by GP model has
Gaussian distribution. This implies that every prediction that
is made has some most likely value and the less likely values
are equally possible on both sides of the most likely value.
This is, by our convenience, not unrealistic.
Gaussian processes can, like neural networks, be used to
model static nonlinearities and can therefore be used for
modelling of dynamic systems [14], [19], [11] as well as time
series if lagged samples of output signals are fed back and
used as regressors. In such cases an autoregressive model is
considered, such that the current output depends on previous
outputs.
x(k)
ŷ(k)

=
=

[y(k − 1), y(k − 2), . . . , y(k − L)]T ,
f (x(k)) + ,

(4)

where k denotes the consecutive number of data sample. Let
x denote the state vector composed of the previous outputs y
up to a given lag L, and  is white noise.
IV. M ODELLING
A. Data Acquisition for modelling
Data samples studied in this paper are extracted from a
collection of measurements taken at the test site of the Czech
DAR project at Zličin area in Prague. This area contains
mostly shopping centres and a bus terminal serving both longhaul busses and regular public transport.
The whole collection of vehicle counts covers period from
2007/12/10 to 2008/09/02 for all detectors installed at the
site. From this collection, two separate data sets of working
detector data for a typical weekday (Tuesday-Thursday) were
extracted for GP model training and validation – see example
data in Fig. 2. Another data set containing failing detector
data from two consecutive weeks was used to test the failure
identification and reconstruction capabilities of the model.
B. One-step-ahead predictor
One working day of data was selected as data for estimation.
Covariance function (1) was selected because we treated the
system as stationary and smooth. With these presumptions we
wanted to assure certain level of smoothness. A systematic
selection of regressors, so called validation based regressor
selection was pursued starting with larger number of regressors, which was then decreased. At the regression selection a
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C. Model validation
One-step-ahead predictions on validation data that were
taken from measurements on a different day in a different
week are depicted in Fig. 4. Again it can be said that the
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Fig. 2. The profile of vehicle arrival data for three consecutive working days,
sampled with 180s interval.
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care was taken that the model was not too fitted to estimation
data, which in our case exposed as total averaging of validation
signal resulting in constant predictions. On the other hand
prediction confidence band should not be too narrow, which
was also the case when the model was too fitted to estimation
data.
Excessive amount of noise contributed to the relatively low
quality of finally selected model predictions. The structure of
AR model with four delayed output values was selected. Onestep-ahead predictions on estimation data are given in Fig. 3.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that residuals are contained in 3σ
band. The residuals’ distribution is close to the one of white
noise.
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Fig. 3. One-step-ahead predictions on data used for estimation (upper figure)
and residuals of predictions with 3σ band (lower figure)
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Fig. 4. One-step-ahead predictions on data used for validation (upper figure)
and residuals of predictions with 3σ band (lower figure)

residuals’ distribution is close to the one of white noise.
As we are interested predominantly in mean value prediction
mean relative square error (MRSE) was used for validation of
prediction fit. It compares only the mean prediction of the
model to the output of the process:

 N
2

i=1 e(i)
MRSE =  N
2
i=1 y(i)

20
15

3σ
|e|

(5)

where y(i) and e(i) = ŷ(i) − y(i) are measurement and
prediction error in i-th step. In general log predictive density
[14] performance measure is more suitable, when validating
predictions of Gaussian process model, but since we are
focused on mean values prediction MRSE will do.
Model purposiveness or usefulness tells whether or not the
obtained model satisfies its purpose, which means the model
is validated when the problem that motivated the modelling
exercise can be solved using the obtained model. In our case
the model has to give a prediction output where standard
deviation of the prediction will be used as a measure of
measurement validity and in the case the measurement is
recognised as ‘not valid’ replaced with a prediction that
might not be mirroring the actual value, but will be close
enough so that the control system will continue its regular
operation without exhibiting any extreme modes. Our model,
even though not expressing high prediction accuracy, satisfies
all described requirements and is able to calculate predictions
fast.
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D. Algorithm for data removal and reconstruction
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resultant soft sensor detects single measurement outliers as
well as longer lasting faults and will be used to replace the
faulty measurements with model prediction. This way it will
increase reliability of the hardware sensors that are used in
urban traffic control system.
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The threshold at which a measurement is characterised as
not realistic is set at 3σ, i.e. at three times standard deviation
of output given by Gaussian process model prediction. This
is the threshold frequently used in off-line outlier’s detection
algorithms, e.g. [7].
The proposed algorithm that runs in soft sensor and online in every time sample detects irregularities and tries to
reconstruct the data is as follows:
loop
take the measurement M
calculate the prediction P = N (μ, σ)
if |M − P | > 3σ then
M ←P
indicate possible fault
end if
end loop
Fig. 5 shows detection of faulty data and their reconstruction
by model, i.e. soft sensor.
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Fig. 5. Soft sensor applied on faulty data. Upper figure depicts measurements
that are corrupted from 318st sample until 338th sample and predictions of
soft sensor. Bottom figure depicts measurements with reconstructed samples
of one to 21-steps-ahead predictions.

As it can be seen from the proposed algorithm, the reconstruction is done as a replacement of faulty measurement
with model predictions. In the case the fault is not just an
outlier, but a longer period fault then model starts to predict
the queue length until operator detects and removes the fault.
Fig. 6 shows how mean values of predictions deteriorate with
progressing number of predictions.

GP models can be used as a method for modelling data
when excessive amount of noise is present.
Obtained model that will serve as soft sensor was validated as appropriate for fulfilling its task, i.e. outlier
detection and reconstruction of measurements.
The excessive noise limits the possibility to develop better
predictor, which only confirms known fact.
Soft sensors are useful technology for fault detection and
signal reconstruction also in traffic control engineering.

The presented study is the initial feasibility study which
purpose is to show potentials of the soft sensor approach.
Prediction models for data measurements over weekends and
holidays, when traffic density is much different from working
days have to be developed and combined with the existing
ones and a field test has to be pursued to confirm successful
operation in practice.
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